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Abstract We propose a multiple-focal plane CMOS image sensor to obtain multi-view images using a single device. The
image sensor has 12 small focal planes and can simultaneously capture multi-view images by controlling them individually.
Using this image sensor, we can obtain the multi-view images by a system that is smaller than conventional camera array
systems. In this paper, we describe the architecture of the proposed multiple-focal plane CMOS image sensor and the
specifications of a prototype chip.
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1. Introduction
Stereo matching is a well-known technique for obtaining 3D
information from multi-view images, and there are various methods
for obtaining high-accuracy 3D information using stereo matching.
For example, methods using multi-view images captured with
different exposure times or various baselines were investigated
[1][2]. However, in order to implement these methods in real time,
it is necessary to use large systems such as camera array. As a result,
the size of the imaging system would be large, and the power

Figure 1: Sensor architecture.

consumption of the imaging system increases [3].
We propose a multiple-focal plane image sensor to obtain
multi-view images with a single device. The image sensor has 12

2. Multiple-Focal Plane Image Sensor

focal planes, and each of them has a read-out circuit and drive

2.1 Chip Architecture

circuits. Thus, the image sensor can capture a multiple images

As shown in Figure 1(a), a conventional image sensor has a

simultaneously by controlling each small focal plane individually.

single focal plane. On the other hand, as shown in Figure 1(b), the

Therefore, by placing a lens in each small focal plane, it is possible

proposed multiple-focal plane image sensor has 12 small focal

to obtain multi-view images at the same time.

planes. This image sensor can read out images at the same time

In this paper, we describe the architecture of the proposed

from all small focal planes, because each small focal plane has its

multiple-focal plane image sensor and the specifications of a

own read-out circuit. Therefore, by placing a lens in each small

prototype chip.

focal plane, it is possible to obtain multi-view images as with
camera array systems.
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2.2 Architecture of the Small Focal Plane
Figure 2 shows the architecture of the small focal plane. Each
small focal plane has a pixel array that consists of 64 × 64
3-transistor pixels, horizontal and vertical shift registers, a reset
controller, a level shifter, and an analog readout circuit. An analog
readout circuit consists of column readout circuits and an analog
buffer. Each small focal plane can obtain images captured by
different exposure times and different frame rates, because each
small focal plane has its own horizontal and vertical shift registers,

Figure 2: Architecture of the small focal plane.

reset controller, and readout circuits.
In the 3-transistor pixels, reset noise cannot be removed because

Table 1: Chip specifications

correlated double sampling cannot be performed. Therefore, this
Process
Die Size
Pixel Architecture
Pixel Count
Small Focal Plane Count
Aperture Ratio
Maximum Frame Rate

image sensor implements a hard reset operation by boosting the
reset pulse at the level shifters, to reduce the reset noise due to
variation in the threshold voltage of the reset transistors.

3. Specifications of Prototype Chip

ROHM-0.18 μm 1P5M CMOS
2520 μm × 5180 μm
7 μm × 7 μm 3-Transistor pixel
64×64 /Small Focal Plane
12
35%
300fps

In order to verify the operation of the image sensor, we designed
a prototype chip. Figure 3 shows an overview of the layout, and
Table 1 shows the specifications of the prototype chip. This
prototype chip was fabricated in a ROHM-0.18 μm 1P5M process,
and the die size of this chip is 2520 μm × 5180 μm. There are 12
small focal planes in the prototype chip and each of them has a 64
× 64 pixel array that uses a 7 μm pitch 3-transistor pixel circuit.
The aperture ratio of the chip is 35%, and the maximum frame rate
is 300 fps. In addition, analog-to-digital (AD) conversion is

Figure 3: Layout of the prototype chip.

performed by the chip AD converter mounted on the outside of the
chip.
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